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About the Company Mantik Presentation

Mantik is a business consulting 
company based in Dubai that 
wants to increase its clientele. 
However, their website lacks the 
necessary information and 
interactive elements to build 
trust with the users and keep 
them engaged.



PROBLEM
IDENTIFICATION

What and why is it a problem?
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Problems
That We Are
Trying to
Solve
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lacks interactive features and 
information to book a consultation 
appointment with Mantik. 
lacks previous client information or 
portfolio/case studies.
Mantik wants to increase brand 
awareness.



Why is it a
problem?

Need users engaged when visiting
the site.
Needs to build trust with users to
convert them into clients.
Users need to find valuable
information and ways of reaching
out to the business.
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CURRENT STATE
ANALYSIS

Identifying gaps and other additional features
that could enhance the site’s performance.
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Confusions of internal and
external links

Imbalance of text and images

Broken links and images Lacks error prevention

No case studies or client
portfolio

Key Findings

Content not up-to-date

Use of uncommon words
within the site

Blog page isn't working



COMPETITIVE
ANALYSIS
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Assessing competitor websites





Needs clarity in services
offered  
80% of competitors illustrate a
fairly clear depiction of
services and industries served

Needs clearer navigation
system 
80% of competitors have most  
of their content organized and
made clear in navigation bar  

Needs more client testimonial
reviews, and case studies
60% of competitors provide
past client work for user
review

Needs improvement on
content and SEO 
competitors have a user-
centered content and SEO
needs to be implemented on
the page

Key Findings



SITE MAP 

User navigation through the
website 
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PERSONA

User persona identified for the project
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Persona

The website has different buttons directing to the same page.
I don’t know how to locate the necessary information that I need within a website.
There are response delays on my inquiries sent through websites.
I like to get information on new ways to improve my company, but I haven’t taken
enough time to research.
I need a company that I can entrust my business with.

I need to have better communication at different levels within my company.
I need to find a better way to manage the new customers.
My business operations need to be more organized to maximize efficiency.
I am looking for useful information about companies that have the services I need.
I want to work with industry experts that can assess my business and provide
actionable solutions.

She is the director of operations and the co-founder of a small to medium sized demolition
company that was founded two years ago. She intends to take it internationally, but fears
it's a bad time to invest. She has two careers and is concerned with every detail. She has
visited the websites of consulting companies, but their services have not been convincing.

Frustrations:

Goals:

Location: Toronto, ON

Jane Winterbottom
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USER NARRATIVE

User scenario, narrative and user
journey
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User Scenario Mantik Presentation

Jane Winterbottom

Jane is the director of operations and a co-founder of
a start-up demolition company
She is trying to expand internationally but is struggling
Her other full-time job supports her start-up business
She feels nervous about making further financial
commitments
She is seeking a business consulting firm to maximize
her business’ growth potential.
As well as to get insights and strategies that will help
move forward her plans of international expansion.



What Do We Want Users
To Be Able To Do: 

Get a quick response via chatbox
Book a consultation with Mantik  
Read case studies based on
their answers
Be able to get a free quotation

Seamless or effortless
navigation on the website
Guided experience through the
interactive questionnaire feature
That Mantik is a trusted and
well-equipped business to
address their needs

Users have been presented with 
case studies through the 
suggestive questionnaire
Users are confident with Mantik 
as a business consultancy 
company through case studies 
and reviews.
Users know the services that 
Mantik offers and the industry 
they serve.
Users have successfully booked 
a consultation appointment.
Users have successfully entered
a request for a free quotation.

Experience We Want
Users to Have:

Acceptance Criteria:
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User Journey
What is the engagement you want
users to have, as they progress
through their journey? How will
you facilitate that engagement?

The user feels that her business is under a standstill so she is interested
in learning how to expand and improve their business. (Starting Point) 

The user searches for a business consulting company and finds Mantik.

The user enters the homepage of Mantik.

While scrolling through the homepage, the user comes across a button
for an interactive questionnaire.

The user clicks on the button to explore more.

The user answers the question “What industry are you working in?”
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On the same page, the user was asked “What kind of help are you
seeking?”7



User Journey
What is the engagement you want
users to have, as they progress
through their journey? How will
you facilitate that engagement?

Then, the user will be asked another question to further personalize the
result.

The interactive questionnaire then suggests case studies to the user
based on their answers.

The user clicks on the case studies and reads through the information
about the process that Mantik took to solve the client’s issue.

Once done reading through the case studies, the user is directed to three
options on how to reach out to Mantik - schedule an appointment, and
contact Mantik through phone call or via chat box.

The user chooses to schedule an appointment to know more about
Mantik and how Mantik can help with the business development.

The user receives a confirmation email regarding their appointment
schedule. (End Point)
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PURPOSE OF THE PROPOSED FEATURES

User
Engagement
What is the engagement you want
users to have, as they progress
through their journey? How will you
facilitate that engagement?

We want the user to be engaged with the site's content
Adding interactive elements such as the interactive
questionnaire and free quotation can create tailored fit results
based on users' needs.
Presenting and showcasing case studies can build trust and
provide a glimpse of the thinking process of the company 
These features also always redirect the users to a call-to-action
which is booking a consultation, getting a free quote, or via the
chatbox.
We want to create smooth navigation within the website and a
transition from the elements to the real-life connection of the
business. 



PROPOSED
FEATURES
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Proposed
Interactive
Elements

Interactive
Questionnaire

Easier Way of
Reaching Mantik

Smooth Navigation
with Relevant Content

Chat Box with
Automatic Response

Tailored-Fit
Case Studies
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INTERACTIVE
FEATURES
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ABOUT US PAGE Mantik Presentation



INDUSTRIES PAGE Mantik Presentation



CLIENT CASE STUDIES PAGE Mantik Presentation



FREE PROJECT QUOTATION PAGE Mantik Presentation



INTERACTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE PAGE Mantik Presentation



RECOMMENDATION

Recommendation and steps Mantik can do to
move forward with project
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Implement a user-centered content as well as
integrating SEO in the website to increase online
visibility

Services and industries served should be clearUpdate dead links and images on the website

Automatic responses such as email confirmation
for consultations or quotations

Upload and showcase client portfolio backed with
case studies to build client trust

It's also important to have an online presence
besides a website to increase brand awareness

Build a blog page to share valuable content with
users - this can show knowledge and expertise on
subject matter 

Clearer site map and navigation; should always
flow towards clients booking a consultation, getting
a free quote or via the chat box
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IMPLEMENTATIONS

How Mantik can move forward with the
proposals
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Implementations Mantik Presentation

Build a content structure for content planning to 
specify some rules based on users' needs - e.g. 
avoid using uncommon words

Create social media accounts and link them to the
website to interact more with users, and keep the 
company in the sights of potential clients

Monitor and update the website regularly to 
replace or remove dead links and images

For a more personalized and tailored fit functions
into your website, it would be best to coordinate
with an app developer

Restructure the site by following the proposed site
map and make use of different types of navigation
menus to make the user flow clearer

Combine the Blog and the Leader's Thoughts pages
to create a new blog page called Business Insights,
and update the content regularly

Indicate the services and industries clearly with the 
new structure of the website 

Create automatic responses such as email 
confirmation for consultations or quotations by 
using 3rd party services providers e.g. Mailchamp

Install plugins such as All-in-One-SEO, WPForms,
HubSpot WordPress plugin or Sugar Calendar. 



THANK YOU!
Got Questions? 
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